We study the scaling laws of diffusion in two-dimensional media with long-range correlated disorder through exact enumeration of random walks. The disordered medium is modelled by percolation clusters with correlations decaying with the distance as a power law, r −a , generated with the improved Fourier filtering method. To characterize this type of disorder, we determine the percolation threshold p c by investigating cluster-wrapping probabilities. At p c , we estimate the (sub-diffusive) walk dimension d w for different correlation exponents a. Above p c , our results suggest a normal random walk behavior for weak correlations, whereas anomalous diffusion cannot be ruled out in the strongly correlated case, i.e., for small a.
Introduction
Structural disorder has a strong effect on a wide range of physical processes and can alter the behavior of systems such as magnets or polymers [1, 2] . Examples for disordered systems are porous materials, which often have fractal structure. This may lead to anomalous diffusive transport [3, 4] , an aspect that is relevant to problems ranging from oil recovery through porous rocks [5, 6] and the dynamics of fluids in disordered media [7, 8] to transport processes in crowded biological cells [9, 10] . Disordered systems are conveniently described in the framework of lattice models with randomly positioned defects. Already a small amount of defects can drive the critical behavior of magnetic systems into a new "disordered" universality class [11] , but the scaling properties of diffusion (usually modelled by random walks) and polymers (usually modelled by self-avoiding random walks) are thought to be unaffected in this case [12, 13] . For a larger amount of defects, near the percolation threshold of the nondefect sites, clusters of connected sites become fractal, i.e., self-similar objects devoid of a characteristic length scale. The case where the defects are uncorrelated is a classic textbook model, whose properties have been studied extensively [14] . Right at the percolation point, even diffusion and polymer statistics show a modified, anomalous behavior, which has been extensively studied using field-theoretic renormalization group methods [15, 16] and computer simulations [17] . For recent examples see [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] and further references therein.
In nature, however, inhomogeneities are frequently not distributed totally at random but tend to be correlated over large distances. To understand the impact of this, it is useful to consider the limiting case where correlations decay asymptotically as a power law (rather than exponentially) with distance r : C (r ) ∼ r −a .
(1.1)
If the correlation exponent a is smaller than the spatial dimension d , the correlations are considered as long-range or "infinite". This problem has first been investigated in the context of spin systems and later on for percolation [26, 27] . The relevance of the disorder was shown to be characterized by an extension of the Harris criterion: the critical behavior of the system changes if the minimum of d and a is smaller than 2/ν, where ν denotes the correlation-length exponent for a pure system. Furthermore, it was argued that in the regime of long-range correlations, the critical correlation-length exponent for strong disorder is always given by 2/a. This result is still slightly controversial [28] [29] [30] , but it has, to some extent, been supported by numerical investigations [31, 32] . These studies made use of the Fourier filtering method (FFM) [31, [33] [34] [35] to generate power-law correlated disorder and have yielded estimates for the values of various critical exponents and fractal dimensions characterizing the disordered media. Systems confined to media with long-range correlated disorder show a very interesting behavior, but still comparatively few properties are fully understood to date. The investigated examples include magnetic materials [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] and macromolecular systems [42] [43] [44] , again mainly using field-theoretic renormalization group methods [15, 16] and computer simulations [17] . Long-range correlations have also been shown to have an impact on the conductance of critical clusters and on their properties as a medium for diffusion. However, these investigations have so far focused on the system at criticality, while the situation with fewer defects has largely been disregarded. This regime is of little interest for the uncorrelated case, where the behavior should be the same as in the undiluted system. However, large fluctuations caused by the long-range correlations may have a non-trivial impact on the system's dynamic exponents and give rise to anomalous diffusion. In the context of continuum percolation, fluid dynamics and diffusive transport in correlated disordered media have recently been investigated by simulations and experiment [7, 8] , and correlated random potentials could be realized experimentally with laser speckle patterns [45] .
The remainder of the article is organized as follows: in section 2.1, we closely follow the procedure of [35] and use the (improved) FFM in order to first generate continuous variables with varying degree of correlation a, which are then mapped to correlated discrete values as illustrated in figure 1. In section 2.2, we determine the site-percolation threshold p c for a square lattice as a function of a. In section 3, we use exact enumerations of random walks in the thus generated long-range correlated disordered medium to study diffusion and analyze the scaling behavior for the quenched disorder average of the mean square displacement. This is done for varying degrees of correlation controlled by the exponent a and different concentrations p. The conclusions of our work and prospects for future investigations are contained in section 4.
Long-range correlated percolation clusters

Generation of power-law correlations
We consider a two-dimensional square lattice with L × L sites labeled by x. The goal is to obtain discrete binary site values, s x ∈ {0, 1}, that exhibit a power-law correlation. This can be achieved in a twostep process. First, one uses the modified Fourier filtering method (FFM) [34, 35] to generate continuous Gaussian site variables ϕ x that are power-law correlated, i.e.,
for sufficiently large distances r . In the second step, the continuous variables ϕ x are mapped to discrete values {0, 1}. The method starts with uncorrelated random numbers u x drawn from a Gaussian distribution with variance one and mean zero, which are distributed onto the two-dimensional lattice. The key idea now is to multiply the Fourier coefficients u q with the square root of the spectral density S q , which is the Fourier transform of the desired correlation function:
The inverse Fourier transform should then yield coefficients ϕ x with the desired power-law correlations. The density distribution of the values, P (ϕ x ), is again Gaussian in the asymptotic limit of large systems and/or many disorder realizations [34] . The coefficients u q and ϕ x can be efficiently calculated using the discrete fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm [46] .
The irrelevant singularity of the correlation function (2.1) at r = 0 poses technical problems. These can be overcome by introducing a function with the same asymptotic large-distance limit:
Using a continuum approximation, the spectral density can then be calculated analytically [35] . In d = 2 dimensions, the result is 
was found in close agreement with equation (2.3). Here, r ± = (r, ±r )/ 2 and the square bracket [. . . ] av denotes the quenched disorder average. The mean valueφ of the distribution P (ϕ) is zero due to symmetry. An example of the resulting ϕ x distribution is shown in the left-hand panel of figure 1 and C (r ) is compared to the target function C (r ) of equation (2.3) in the left-hand panel of figure 2 . The curves slightly level off for large r due to the periodic boundary conditions. At first glance, one might assume that the variance is σ 2 = 1 since the Fourier transform of the random Gaussian variables is scaled with the structure factor according to equation (2.2) and σ
However, this is only valid for the continuous Fourier transform in infinite space, which was considered for the analytical derivation of equation (2.4) . In the FFM, we use this as an approximation and work on a finite lattice, discretizing S q in the interval q x/y ∈ (−π, π]. The lattice spacing is fixed and causes aliasing effects, while in the infinite-size limit, the resolution of S q approaches the analytic result. This enables us to estimate the infinite-size variance as σ 2 (a) = π −π d qS q 1, where unity is approached for a → 0.
In the second step, the thus generated ϕ x are mapped to correlated discrete binary values, s x ∈ {0, 1}, with a mean density p of non-defect sites. To this end, a threshold θ is introduced such that sites with 13004-3 ϕ x > θ are considered as defects. The threshold is tied to p via 
Percolation threshold
At low concentrations, clusters of the connected non-defect sites are of a typical size, despite the power-law correlations in the system. As for normal percolation, we can hence define a cluster correlation length ξ that diverges as we approach the critical concentration p c . The universal exponent ν a describing this divergence is supposed to be the same as for uncorrelated percolation, ν = 4/3 in two dimensions, as long as the correlations are sufficiently weak (a 2/ν) according to the extended Harris criterion [27] , whereas for stronger correlations it is inversely proportional to a [26, 27] :
The value of p c is not universal but depends on the lattice type and in general will also be affected by the presence of correlations (exceptions are bond percolation on the square lattice and site percolation on the triangular lattice, where p c must remain 1/2 for symmetry reasons [32] ). Besides the asymptotic decay rate (i.e., the exponent a), short-range aspects of the correlation function and hence the method used to generate it should also play a role.
To estimate p c (a), we analyzed at what concentration percolating clusters emerge for the first time.
Following [47] , we used the (horizontal) "wrapping criterion", which has the benefit of relatively small finite-size effects. Accordingly, a cluster is defined as percolating if it closes back on itself across one specific boundary (e.g., horizontally). The threshold concentration was measured for a sample of 10 To do this, we adjusted the threshold θ following a simple bisection protocol until the sites with ϕ θ just barely percolate. The result was then translated back to a concentration value using equation (2.6) and taking the quenched disorder average, p L = [p(θ)] av . We thus obtained the horizontal wrapping probabilities R h (p) as the accumulated distributions shown in figure 3 (left-hand). With increasing size they become steeper, approaching a step function in the asymptotic limit. For stronger correlations, they are markedly more stretched because fluctuations in the system are more pronounced. The location of the intersection points on the p-axis appears to be a good estimator for p c (cf. [47] , figure 9 ).
To obtain a more controlled estimate, however, we used a standard finite-size scaling approach [14] for average threshold concentrations p L,c : as the intersection of the best fit with the vertical axis as shown to the right in figure 3 for a = 1 where ν a = 2/a = 2. The obtained results for p c over a wide range of correlation strengths a are plotted in figure 4 and listed below in table 1. With increasing correlations (small a) the values for p c tend towards 1/2 as was observed in a previous study [31] . With decreasing correlations (large a), the value for uncorrelated disorder marked by the dashed line in figure 4 is approached surprisingly slowly, which shows how much the value of p c is influenced by local (short range) properties of the system. As a check of our analysis 
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method, we also looked at the completely uncorrelated case and found a good agreement with the known estimates [47, 48] . Interestingly, the values of the critical horizontal wrapping probabilities were all found very close to the (exactly known [49] ) uncorrelated value R h c ≈ 0.52.
Random walk and diffusion exponents
We now turn to the problem of diffusive random walks (RWs) in an environment with long-range correlated disorder. In the asymptotic limit, the mean square displacement as a function of the number of steps N follows a power law: [51] . For any higher concentrations, the value of d w is simply 2 since the system becomes homogeneous at large scales. In the presence of long-range correlated disorder, by contrast, the spatial distribution of defects is inhomogeneous on any length scale. This might affect the value of d w .
We used a simple exact enumeration method [52] to generate the probability densities of RWs. Specifically, we considered the "blind ant" rule where at each step, a diffusing particle (ant) randomly chooses its next position uniformly among all nearest neighbors. If it picks a defect, it will bounce back to its original position. The enumeration algorithm proceeds by successively calculating the probability distributions P ( x i , N ) in order to find the walker at any site x i after the N th step from those after the (N −1)th step:
where the sum goes over all neighboring sites and k is the number of adjacent defects. This algorithm has polynomial complexity ∝ N d l +1 , where d l (≈ 1.68 for two-dimensional uncorrelated percolation) is the chemical dimension, so that very long walks can in principle be generated. From the knowledge of P ( x i , N ), all moments or cumulants of the walk displacement, the return probability, etc. can be readily computed. However, to take a large disorder average (here, over 10 5 replica) can still become very timeand memory-consuming, and we, therefore, limited our simulations to a maximum of N = 4096 steps and focused in the analysis on the mean square displacement of the random walks.
We performed independent averages for walks of different maximal lengths N i , which were chosen as rounded powers of 2. For each length, we only analyzed the final displacement, thus obtaining completely uncorrelated estimates for the average displacement after each length N i = 2 i /2 , 0 i 24. The results for varying correlation exponents a and levels of concentration p are shown in figure 5 . For the uncorrelated case, shown on the top left, the behavior is as expected: for p > p c , the curves approach horizontal lines corresponding to normal diffusion, while the asymptotic behavior is characterized by a smaller exponent for p = p c . This also seems to be the case for a = 1.75 (top right of figure 5 ), where we are still above the Harris boundary of a = 3/2. For stronger correlations, it is hard to tell from these data whether or not the walks for p > p c asymptotically follow the normal diffusive behavior. The curves for a = 1.25 and a = 1.0 seem to level off slightly, but the systems are too small to clearly reflect the asymptotic behavior. We did not find a convincing fitting approach for the data above p c , and the question whether long-range correlations can alter the walks' asymptotic scaling behavior even above criticality thus remains unsolved. The values at the critical concentration, on the other hand, are nicely described by power-law fits with confluent correction term:
Note that for uncorrelated percolation, the exponent of the correction term is known very accurately [53, 54] , ∆ = 3/2d w = 0.5211(2).
The resulting estimates for the walk dimensions d w = 1/ν RW at criticality are plotted in figure 6 and listed in table 1. As can be seen, they are consistent with the estimate for uncorrelated percolation for for normal diffusion. This limit behavior is intuitively clear since any infinitely strongly correlated lattice will almost always either be fully occupied or empty. The agreement of d w with the uncorrelated estimate for large a is consistent with the theoretical predictions by Weinrib and Halperin [27] that above the extended Harris threshold a = 3/2, the system effectively behaves as uncorrelated. However, the uncorrelated behavior of d w persists even below the threshold down to a ≈ 1. This is in agreement with observations for the fractal dimension, which also keeps its uncorrelated value well below the Harris threshold [32] .
Conclusions and prospects
We investigated percolation on a square lattice with long-range correlated disorder. The correlations were generated using the improved Fourier filtering method (FFM) and carefully verified to decay according to the desired power law. The percolation threshold has been measured for different values of the correlation exponent a. The results strongly depend on the details of the method, cf. [31] . Here, we used the FFM as proposed by Makse et al. [35] combining an analytic continuum solution of the spectral density in infinite space with a discrete Fourier transform on a finite lattice. While this works well to the leading order, it introduces some subtle difficulties such as the adjustment of the zero mode or a variance of the desired distribution that deviates from unity. While this affects non-universal quantities such as the percolation threshold or the amplitudes in scaling laws, universal exponents such as the walk dimension d w are not sensitive to such details.
We then performed an exact enumeration of random walks to investigate the properties of correlated percolation clusters as a medium for diffusion. The walk dimension d w on critical clusters was determined as a function of the correlation exponent a. For weak correlations (large a), the uncorrelated behavior is recovered, and this behavior even seems to prevail below the threshold set by the extended Harris criterion (2.7). For increasing correlations (small a), d w was found to approach the normal diffusion value of 2. The results on super-critical clusters (p > p c ) are quantitatively less conclusive since the correlations strongly aggravate the finite-size effects. However, for the uncorrelated and the weakly correlated case, we qualitatively recovered the expected behavior of normal diffusion. In the strongly correlated case, persistence of anomalous diffusion cannot be ruled out from our data.
It would be very interesting to also study the behavior of self-avoiding walks on long-range correlated percolating clusters. For the uncorrelated case, there exist exact enumeration techniques that enable treatment of extremely long walks [55, 56] . While this approach becomes more demanding for an increasing correlation strength (a → 0), it should still be applicable to some extent. It could be supplemented by chain-growth Monte Carlo approaches such as PERM [57] , which in the past were also used to study the uncorrelated system [20, 21] . With some efforts, this would enable one to compare with field-theoretic predictions for polymers [15, [42] [43] [44] .
